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Author’s note:

In an article published in December 2007, following the assassination of Benazir Bhutto, I
suggested that the US-NATO course for Pakistan consisted “in  fomenting social, ethnic and
factional divisions and political fragmentation, including the territorial breakup of Pakistan.”

Recent developments (including the aerial bombardments of Pakistani villages under the
auspices of  the “war on terrorism”) indelibly point to a broadening of  the Afghan war
theater, which now encompasses parts of Pakistan. The underlying tendency is towards an
Afghan-Pakistani war.

Michel Chossudovsky, April 17, 2009

Excerpts of the December 2007 Article

Already in 2005, a report by the US National Intelligence Council and the CIA forecast a
“Yugoslav-like fate” for Pakistan “in a decade with the country riven by civil war, bloodshed
and inter-provincial rivalries, as seen recently in Balochistan.” (Energy Compass, 2 March
2005). According to the NIC-CIA,  Pakistan is slated to become a “failed state” by 2015, “as
it  would  be  affected  by  civil  war,  complete  Talibanisation  and  struggle  for  control  of  its
nuclear weapons”. (Quoted by former Pakistan High Commissioner to UK, Wajid Shamsul
Hasan, Times of India, 13 February 2005): 

“Nascent  democratic  reforms  will  produce  little  change  in  the  face  of
opposition from an entrenched political elite and radical Islamic parties. In a
climate  of  continuing  domestic  turmoil,  the  Central  government’s  control
probably will be reduced to the Punjabi heartland and the economic hub of
Karachi,” the former diplomat quoted the NIC-CIA report as saying.

Expressing apprehension, Hasan asked, “are our military rulers working on a
similar agenda or something that has been laid out for them in the various
assessment reports over the years by the National Intelligence Council in joint
collaboration with CIA?” (Ibid)

Continuity, characterized by the dominant role of the Pakistani military and intelligence has
been scrapped in favor of political breakup and balkanization. According to the NIC-CIA
scenario, which Washington intends to carry out: “Pakistan will  not recover easily from
decades  of  political  and  economic  mismanagement,  divisive  policies,  lawlessness,
corruption  and  ethnic  friction,”  (Ibid)  .   
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This US agenda for Pakistan is similar to that applied throughout the broader Middle East
Central Asian region. US strategy, supported by covert intelligence operations, consists in
triggering ethnic and religious strife,  abetting and financing secessionist  movements while
also weakening the institutions of the central government. 

The broader objective is to fracture the Nation State and redraw the borders of Iraq, Iran,
Syria, Afghanistan and Pakistan. 

To read the complete December 2007 article, click here:

http://globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=7705
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America’s “War on Terrorism”

In this new and expanded edition of Michel Chossudovsky’s 2002 best seller, the author
blows away the smokescreen put up by the mainstream media, that 9/11 was an attack on
America  by  “Islamic  terrorists”.   Through  meticulous  research,  the  author  uncovers  a
military-intelligence ploy behind the September 11 attacks, and the cover-up and complicity
of key members of the Bush Administration.

The expanded edition, which includes twelve new chapters focuses on the use of 9/11 as a
pretext for the invasion and illegal occupation of Iraq, the militarisation of justice and law
enforcement and the repeal of democracy.

According to Chossudovsky, the  “war on terrorism” is a complete fabrication based on the
illusion  that  one  man,  Osama  bin  Laden,  outwitted  the  $40  billion-a-year  American
intelligence apparatus. The “war on terrorism” is a war of conquest. Globalisation is the final
march to the “New World Order”, dominated by Wall Street and the U.S. military-industrial
complex.

September 11, 2001 provides a justification for waging a war without borders. Washington’s
agenda consists in extending the frontiers of the American Empire to facilitate complete U.S.
corporate control, while installing within America the institutions of the Homeland Security
State.

Chossudovsky peels back layers of rhetoric to reveal a complex web of deceit aimed at
luring the American people and the rest of the world into accepting a military solution which
threatens the future of humanity.

The last chapter includes an analysis of the London  7/7 Bomb Attacks.

CLICK TO ORDER (mail order or online order)
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